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Comments The amount of traffic using these roads - especially an enormous number of heavy dump trucks 
working on the myriad housing developments already approved for our area - means that it is 
ludicrous to consider allowing a project which destroys a very special part of our local woodland and 
adding hundreds more heavy trucks onto our crowded little roads. We drive along this narrow road 
every day taking our 3 children to and from school. The road is already busy and dangerous, with 
drivers - just like us - making daily trips to ferry their kids to and from school, sharing the road with 
school busses, farm machinery as well as cyclists and dog walkers. There is no footpath for almost all 
of the road. 
There are plans in the pipeline to all but destroy Loxwood village with a massive number of extra 
homes to be built. 
The B2133 which runs past out house is one of the most dangerous roads in West Sussex. Huge 
trucks fly down Vicarage Hill, ignoring the 30 MPH sign outside out house, and not even braking until 
the Church at the bottom of the hill. The speed limit is NEVER policed. If the 30 MPH limit started at 
Skiff Lane that might slow them a little. 
Either way, adding hundreds more huge trucks to the mix, forcing them through the heart of Loxwood 
Village which is only one lane wide, would be disastrous. 
Please don't allow this mad proposal. And please consider slowing the existing massive, high-speed 
traffic flow on the B2133 through our Village. I can't walk my 3 little girls to church on Sunday on the 
footpath because the traffic comes through too fast. 
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